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Pursuant to Section 200.190 of the Illinois Commerce Commission's ("ICC" or 

"Commission") Rules of Practice, 83 Il. Admin. Code 200.190, now come the Citizens Utility 

Board (“CUB”), by and through its attorneys to respond to Commonwealth Edison's ("ComEd" 

or "the Company") Motion for Waiver of Certain Standard Information Requirements, filed on 

January 18, 2008.  CUB also requests an expedited ruling on the matter to allow Staff and 

Intervenors to review new information before the February 11, 2008 deadline for Staff and 

Intervenor direct testimony.   

Introduction 

CUB objects to ComEd’s motion for a waiver of these standard reporting requirements as 

failing to satisfy the Commission’s rules governing waivers from its standard rate case reporting 

requirements (Ill. Admin. Code tit. 83, §285.140(b)) and patently unreasonable.  ComEd requests 

a waiver for requirement to file detailed information on charitable contributions over $5,000 in 

its Schedule C-7:  Charitable Contributions filing.  Instead, ComEd requests that it only file 

detailed information for contributions of less than $25,000.  CUB does not believe that ComEd’s 

request, when taken in light of its timing and the factors that the Commission must consider 

when evaluating such waivers, is reasonable.   

 



Argument 

The Commission’s Administrative Rules require a utility filing for an increase in rates to 

provide a listing of its charitable contributions for the test year and each of the three years 

preceding the test year.  § 285.3070.  Utilities may provide information on contributions under 

$5,000 in total, but data for contributions over $5,000 must include the account number and 

description, organization which received the contribution (the payee), amount of contribution, 

and purpose and nature of the organization.  § 285.3070.  ComEd has provided this information 

for the 2006 test year and 2005, but seeks a waiver for information on contributions between 

$5,000 and $25,000 made during 2003 and 2004. 

The Commission’s Administrative Rules specify that the Commission must consider the 

following four factors when evaluating a waiver request:   

1. Whether other information available in the rate filing permits a review of the rate 

filing in a complete and timely manner; 

 

2. Whether other information, that the utility would provide if the waiver is granted, 

permits a review of the rate filing in a complete and timely manner; 

 

3. The degree to which the information that is the subject of the waiver request is 

maintained by the utility in the ordinary course of business or is available to it 

from the information that it maintains; and 

 

4. The expense to the utility in providing the information that is the subject of the 

waiver request.  Ill. Admin. Code tit. 83, §285.140(b).   

  

In addition, the Commission may consider other factors, of its own choosing, so long as the 

Commission’s decision mentions the additional factors.  Ill. Admin. Code tit. 83, §285.140(b).   

ComEd’s request fails to satisfy any of these four factors and does not present the 

Commission with a reasonable basis for eliminating important expense data from the record.   

ComEd’s request fails to satisfy either the first or second factors, because, if granted, it would 

prevent parties from reviewing certain expense data that would thwart a complete review of the 



filing in a complete manner.  ComEd states that providing detail at the $5,000 level will result in 

a list of approximately 150 organizations.  ComEd Motion at 2-3.  If we were to assume the 

minimum $5,000 contribution to each, then ComEd’s waiver request would prevent parties from 

evaluating data on the payout of $750,000 in donations.  Thus, the information that ComEd 

proposes in lieu of the waived information is insufficient to allow parties to make a complete 

review of the rate filing.  There is no other information in the rate filing that would provide for 

the same analysis.  Thus, ComEd’s request would prejudice parties trying to review its filing 

thoroughly. 

ComEd’s request also prejudices parties’ efforts to make a timely review of the filing.  

The delay between the ALJ’s January 8
th

 notice stating that ComEd must either produce the 

information or request a waiver and ComEd’s January 18
th

 motion gives parties little time to 

evaluate ComEd’s contributions before initial testimony.  Indeed, under the Commission’s 

standard 14-day response and 7-day reply cycle, ComEd’s reply would be due on Friday, 

February 8, while Intervenor direct testimony is due the following Monday, February 11.  Thus, 

the timing of ComEd’s request further necessitates denying the request for waiver.   

The Commission’s third factor, the degree to which the utility maintains charitable 

donation information in the normal course of business, also supports denying the waiver.  

ComEd has been subject to the $5,000 limitation since the rule was put in place.  ComEd had no 

reason to believe that the Commission would apply a waiver granted in a previous rate case here.  

Thus, ComEd should have maintained this information for use in future rate cases.   

Further, ComEd has provided no evidence, other than a bald statement that providing this 

information is burdensome, that it will incur significant expense in providing the information.  

Even if the Company does incur costs in producing this information, it can seek to recover those 



costs as rate case expenses in its next rate case, so long as those costs are demonstrated to be just 

and reasonable.  220 ILCS 9-201(c); Motion at 3.  Thus, the Commission’s fourth factor also 

indicates that the Commission should deny the waiver. 

Conclusion 

For the foregoing reasons, CUB requests that the Commission deny ComEd’s request for 

a waiver of the requirement to report, in detail, its charitable contributions over $5,000.  CUB 

also requests that the Commission rule on the matter in an expedited manner to prevent prejudice 

to Intervenors and Staff who must review these documents in preparation for testimony. 
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